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1. Introduction
The extended abstract has a maximum length of four pages A4, including all figures, tables, and
references. Break up your extended abstract in 5 sections:
1. Introduction
2. Materials and Methods
3. Results
4. Discussion and Conclusions
5. References
Your extended abstract will be published ‘as is’ in the book of abstracts. Your abstract must follow
this template accurately to guarantee a consistent book of abstracts. Deviations from the template may
result in not including your abstract in the book of abstracts.
We encourage the use of MS-Word and to directly use this template. Off course you can use other
word processors, but then you must follow the template accurately. VPH2016 will not provide
templates for other word processors.
You submit your abstract as a PDF file. Make sure your PDF file can be opened and printed on Mac
and/or Windows systems, as these will be used by the organiser to create the book of abstracts and to
upload your abstract to the conference website.
2. Materials and Methods
You write on standard A4 pages, with margins 2,5 cm on top, bottom, left, and right. Allow for a
header and footer of 1,25 cm from the edge. Keep the header and footer empty and do not add page
numbers.
Use the Times New Roman font. For text, use font size 11. Paragraphs must be justified, without
indentations. Use single line spacing without any spacing before or after a paragraph. Allow for on
empty line between paragraphs.
The section headers are Bold, size 11. The main text start immediately below the section header, so do
not add an empty line.
The title must be in Bold, size 14, and centered. The author list is size 11, centered. Add one empty
line between the title and the author list. Next follows the affiliation list, which is centered and in
italic. Only mention the department, Institution, and Country. Add one empty line between the author
list and the affiliations. Finally add the full correspondence details of the corrensponding author, so
email and full address. Use font size 10, and justified. Allow for one empty line between the affiliation
list and the correspondence line. Finally add an empty line after the correspondence information.
3. Results
Please add clear and instructive pictures. Your extended abstract will both be available as a PDF file,
where the pictures will be in full colour, but it will also be printed, in black and white, in the book of
abstracts. So please make sure you pictures also look good in print.

Figure 1: Use font size 10 for you figure captions. Captions are also justified. The figure itself should be
centered on the page. To reduce space taken by a figure you can create two columns and allow main text to flow
left or right from the picture. Do not use a double column format for the overall abstract, only where needed to
save space for pictures.
Table 1: And likewise for tables.

Please typeset your equations in the same font size as the main text and number them with round
brackets. In your main text you make cross-references to your equations without using the round
brackets, so Eq. 1. The same applies to figures and tables, so Fig. 1 and Table 1.

a2 + b2

(1)

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Please ad a list of references in order of appearance in the main text. Use square brackets for your
cross referencing in the main text [1] and [2,3]. In the reference list, number the references
accordingly. For the reference list, use font size 10. Use a left indentation of 0,25 cm and a hanging
indentation at 0,5 cm. First add the reference number, followed by a dot (.), then a tab, and then the
reference. We use a short referencing style, see examples in Section 5.
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